The Brae Burn CC pro-shop, built just a year ago, is presided over by Dan Keefe. Its location is good, being just off the door to the locker-room.

SERVICE: Pro's Success Recipe

By Sanford Herman

BRAE BURN CC, nine miles out of Boston in West Newton, Mass., has a membership of 650, mostly residents of Newton and Brookline, possibly the richest pair of cities in America. It has 27 holes of fine golf course and must be ranked among the nation's leading clubs.

But this is not sufficient to account for the big business being done by pro Roy Bronsdon and pro-shop manager Dan Keefe, as only a fraction of their business can be attributed to the volume which would be expected as a matter of course in such a well-to-do club.

What then, accounts for their success?

"Service," said Roy Bronsdon, and "Take care of your business."

Let's see how well this philosophy has worked at Brae Burn.

Dan Keefe went to work on the Brae Burn course 33 years ago. Except for a short interval as pro at Pocasset he has been there ever since, rising to assistant greenkeeper, caddiemaster in 1913, and pro from 1918 to 1925. In the latter year he became manager of the golf department in its entirety, taking charge of caddies, tournaments, handicaps, starting times, buying and merchandising—everything but instruction, storaging and repairing, which are handled by the pro.

Dan has devised a starting time system which saves plenty of headaches. Weekends, he starts them off from three different tees. For instance, on Saturday afternoons, they start from the first tee from 1 to 2:30 o'clock; from the seventh from 1 to 1:55 and from the 12th from 1:20 to 1:50. At the end of 1 1/2 hours Dan has 148 players on the 18-hole course, with plenty of room for everybody. To have the course clear on that afternoon, no one is allowed to start from No. 1 tee after 12:30. Sunday mornings, no one is allowed on the course before 8:20.

To receive a week-end starting time, a member leaves the names of his foursome with Dan during the preceding week-end, stating preferred time. Later in the week, Dan mails the member a postcard telling him which time he has been assigned.

With a membership of 650, such a system is a necessity, and this efficiency in starting is an example of what they mean by "service." A happy member makes a good customer.

"At Brae Burn, everybody wants to
'play ball' with the pro and the pro-shop. Members know that by so doing they are in reality patronizing themselves," said one of the shop assistants.

Troubles with members buying equipment outside are almost unknown here. In fact there would be very little advantage in their doing so. Dan has made an extensive study and found that all his prices are either as low as or lower than those of any retail store.

The shop itself is a new one, built just a year ago, and finished in knotty pine, ammonia stained. Its judicious location at the locker-room door where players going out on the course must pass close by, doesn't hurt business any.

The repair shop, storage racks, stock room and Bronsdon's office are in a separate building close by.

Sets of clubs are ranged along most of the merchandise shop's wall space. Clothing is displayed in a comparatively small glass showcase (see cut). The stock is probably one of the largest of any country club in America. Dan Keefe sees to it that it is always fresh and up to the minute in content and display.

Dan sells lots of winter sports equipment, because winter sports constitute an important phase of Brae Burn activities. The club has a ski tow, ski jump, toboggan slide and skating rink. The skating pond is illuminated at night with 24 lights, and the hockey rink with 18.

Participation in winter sports is encouraged with provision for "Outside Skating Memberships" which give to non-members winter sports privileges only, and which constitute a "minor league" of member-ship, as Dan puts it. Last year there were 530 such "minor leaguers."

This year-round activity at the club contributes more than a little to boosting the shop's business.

Weekends, a small table is placed just outside the shop door, at the locker-room entrance, and on this is displayed some one item which would seem to be a good seller at the particular time.

That's about as far as either Dan Keefe or Roy Bronsdon go in any overt attempt to promote business.

Markdowns, specials, or sales are never indulged in.

Members Get Real Service

Roy and Dan make it a point to supply the player with exactly what he asks for and what he is accustomed to. Should the unlikely contingency arise that they haven't in stock the item wanted, they order it. That's what the boys mean by "service." That's the sort, of treatment members have become accustomed to and that's one very good reason why "everybody plays ball."

High pressure methods or anything remotely resembling them are out. Business keeps coming in nevertheless.

Weekends, Dan needs one and often two assistants in the shop, and on a few exceptional occasions four men have been kept busy at once waiting on customers.

Business was "extra good" in 1939, in fact it was the best in ten years. No tricks or acrobatics were involved. It was simply that good times had returned to some extent.

Generally speaking, the pro department's business didn't arrive overnight. It grew. It grew as the pro department gained prestige with the members, as the shop and the pros offered more and more "service," as the club itself became more and more solidly established in the years since its beginning in 1897.

Dan advances still another reason for the pro department's success, and that is, that like himself, most of the help have been there a long time. The members have long ago become acquainted with them and have learned to have confidence in them.

One fellow who hasn't been at Brae Burn very long but who fits very well, nevertheless, is Roy Bronsdon.

He has been there only since last season, but already, according to Dan, he has proved to be highly popular. Last year he gave a record number of lessons.

Bronsdon was imported from Wianno on
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each shot demonstrating some one important phase of the swing. These, he finds, are easy for the pupil to study because any or all of them can be kept right before a person’s eyes to be looked at just as long as necessary. The lesson fee is $2. Roy also offers an eight-lesson course for $14.

He conducts a junior class every Saturday morning. There are 34 in this class and he splits them up into two groups of 17 each. This class has its equipment serviced and stored at no extra charge. (That, incidentally, is an excellent way to get them started with the right habits.) These beginners not only take lessons from Roy, but as a matter of course, every one of them has a set of clubs fitted by him. Too, he keeps record cards for all his pupils.

With a regular membership of 650 at Brae Burn, there are 780 persons (counting all classes of members) with golf privileges; 408 players have handicaps; 230 are women. On joining, the member buys a $500 debenture and pays a $100 initiation fee. Dues are $120. Golf privileges cost $25 each for the first two members of a family and $12.50 for each additional. Junior memberships (age 21-31) are $25; associate memberships (age 16-21) are $10.

The “Outside Skating Memberships” cost $25 for the first two and $3 for each additional. Locker fee is $10.

---

Golf Promotion in Schools Pushed By Portland Plan

PORTLAND (ORE.) school officials, golf pros and local amateurs, with the active cooperation of Portland sports writers, are at work on one of the most complete golf-in-school programs conceived since this development became a major feature of pro business extension.

Highlights of the Portland plan are given by a story in the Oregon Journal, as follows:

Portland public schools will include the teaching of golf in their curriculum beginning with the spring of 1941, it was decided at a meeting of a committee headed by Oscar Furuset, president of the Oregon State Golf association.

Instruction in the schools will be handled by the regular physical education teachers. These instructors will first be trained in basic fundamentals of golf teaching by members of the Oregon Professional Golfers Association.

Assistance in the program will also be received, said Eldon Jenne, school athletic director, from the National Golf Foundation, the Oregon Public Links association and the Oregon Women’s Golf association.

Equipment will be sought by a city-wide subscription drive in which golfers will be asked to donate old, discarded and unused golf clubs and bags. Barrels, properly marked, will be installed at the 18 city golf clubs for receiving the equipment and a central collecting agency established at Lloyd’s golf course under the supervision of Joe Mozel.

A bring-a-club day will be conducted also in the various schools, with student golfers urged on that date to bring a golf club each to donate to the cause. The equipment collected will be made into playing sets and checked in and out by a system comparable to the book loaning setup in the libraries.

The subscription method of providing the equipment, Jenne said, is necessitated by the tremendous cost involved in trying to furnish all the schools with adequate clubs and bags. The playing materials received will become the property of the Portland district and be used for instruction purposes only.

To provide a place for students to play golf, once taught, a committee headed by Furuset, and with Jenne, School Superintendent R. E. Dugdale, and a representative of the Federated Community clubs as members, is to confer with the city about special student rates on city-owned courses.